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Learn how to install and customize different server applications in Ubuntu based on your needs. This is a step-by-step, task-oriented guide to setting up and setting up the system. This guide includes information on the following topics: Introduction of Installation Package Control Network DM-Multipath Remote Administration Network
Authentication Blast Service (DNS) Monitoring the security of the web servers database LAMP Applications File Servers Email Services Chat Apps Version of the Systems Management Systems Samba Backups Group Management Clustering VPN Other useful applications Download now for African philosophy, see Ubuntu philosophy.
For other purposes, see Ubuntu (disambiguation). Linux distribution based on Debian UbuntuUbuntu 20.04 Focal FossaDeveloperCanonical Ltd.OS familyLinuxWorking stateCurrentSource modelOpen-source[1][2]Initial release20 October 2004 (15 years ago) (2004-10-20)Latest releaseUbuntu 20.04.1 / 6 August 2020 (2 months ago)
(2020-08-06)[3]Latest previewUbuntu 20.10 (Groovy Gorilla) Daily Build[4]Repositorycode.launchpad.net/ubuntu Marketing targetCloud computing, personal computers, servers, IoTAvailable inMore than 55 languages by LoCosUpdate methodSoftware UpdaterPackage managerGNOME Software, APT, dpkg, Snappy, flatpakPlatformsIA-
32, x86-64ARM64, ARMhf (ARMv7 + VFPv3-D16)ppc64le (POWER8 and later)s390x[5]Kernel typeLinux kernelUserlandGNUDefault user interfaceGNOMELicenseFree software + some proprietary device drivers[6]Official websiteubuntu.com Ubuntu (/ʊˈbʊntuː/ (listen) uu-BUUN-too)[7] is a Linux distribution based on Debian mostly
composed of free and open-source software. Ubuntu is officially released in three publications: Desktop, Server, 12 and 13 core for Internet of Things devices. All editions can work on a computer alone or in a virtual machine. Ubuntu is a popular cloud computing operating system, backed by OpenStack. By default, the Ubuntu desktop,
according to 17.10, is GNOME. Ubuntu is released every six months, with long-term support (LTS) releases every two years. As of April 23, 2020, the latest release, as well as the latest long-term support release, is 20.04 (Focalssa), which is supported until 2025 with government support until 2030 as a paid option. The next release is
due in October 2020 and is likely to be 8.10pm. Ubuntu is developed by Canonical, and the community of other developers, as part of a meritocratic management model. Canonical provides security updates and support for each Ubuntu release, starting from the release date until the release reaches the end-of-life date (EOL). Canonical
generates revenue by selling premium services related to Ubuntu. Uuntu is named after the philosophy of the Nguni Canonical points mean humanity to others with connotation I am what I am because of who we all are. History See also: The story version of Ubuntu Ubuntu is built on the architecture and infrastructure of Debian and
includes a Linux server, desktop and discontinued versions of the phone and tablet operating system. Ubuntu releases updated versions predictably every six months, and each release receives free support for nine months (eighteen months to 13.04) with security fixes, high impact bug fixes and conservative, substantially useful low-risk
bug fixes. The first release was in October 2004. Current long-term support (LTS) releases are maintained for five years and are released every two years. Since the release of Ubuntu 6.06, one in four releases has received long-term support (LTS). Long-term support includes upgrades for new hardware, security patches, and Ubuntu
stack updates (cloud computing infrastructure). The first LTS releases were supported for three years on the desktop and five years on the server; since Ubuntu 12.04 LTS, support for desktops for LTS releases has been increased to five years. LTS releases receive regular point releases with support for new hardware and integration of
all updates published in this series to date. Ubuntu packages are based on packages from the unstable Debian branch that sync every six months. Both distributions use the Deb Debian package format and package management tools (e.g. APT and Ubuntu Software). However, Debian and Ubuntu packages are not necessarily
compatible with each other, so packages may have to be rebuilt from a source to be used in Ubuntu. Many Ubuntu developers also support key packages in Debian. Ubuntu collaborates with Debian by pushing the changes back to Debian, although criticism that this doesn't happen often enough. Ian Murdoch, founder of Debian,
expressed concern about Ubuntu packages potentially diverging too far from Debian to remain compliant. Before release, packages are constantly imported from Debian and merged with Ubuntu modifications. A month before release, imports are frozen, and then the packages work to ensure that the frozen features interact well with each
other. Ubuntu is currently funded by Canonical Ltd. on 8 July 2005, Mark Shuttleworth and Canonon announced the establishment of the Ubuttu Foundation and provided initial funding of $10 million. The purpose of the fund is to support and develop all future versions of Ubuntu. Mark Shuttleworth describes the main goal as ensuring the
continuity of the Ubuntu project. On March 12, 2009, Ubuntu announced support for developers of third-party cloud management platforms, such as platforms, amazon EC2. GNOME 3 was the default GUI for Ubuntu Ubuntu while Unity is still the default in older versions, up to 18.04 LTS. Shuttleworth wrote on April 8, 2017: We will invest
in Ubuntu GNOME to deliver a fantastic all-GNOME desktop. We help the Ubuntu GNOME team without creating anything different or competitive with this effort. While I am passionate about design ideas in unity, and hope GNOME can be more open to them now, I think we should respect the leadership of gnome design by providing
GNOME the way GNOME wants to deliver it. Our role in this, as usual, will be to make sure that the updates, integration, security, performance and complete experience are fantastic. Shuttleworth also noted that Canonical will stop developing the Ubuntu phone, tablet and convergence. The 32-bit i386 processors were supported until
Ubuntu 18.04, but users will not be allowed to switch to Ubuntu 18.10 as support for this architecture decreases. It was decided to support obsolete software, i.e. to choose 32-bit i386 packages for Ubuntu 19.10 and 20.04 LTS. The default features of the Ubuntu installation contain a wide range of software that includes LibreOffice,
Firefox, Thunderbird, Transmission, and several light games such as Sudoku and Chess. Many additional software packages are available from the built-in Ubuntu Software Center (formerly Ubuntu Software Center), as well as any other APT-based package management tools. Many additional software packages that are no longer
installed by default, such as Evolution, GIMP, Pidgin, and Synaptic, are still available in repositories that are still installed by the primary tool or any other APT-based package management tool. Cross-distribution snap packs and flatpaks are also available, which both allow installation of software, such as some of Microsoft's software, in
most major Linux operating systems (for example, any currently supported by the Ubuntu version and fedora). The default file manager is GNOME files, formerly called Nautilus. All application software, installed by default, is free software. In addition, Ubuntu redistributes some hardware drivers that are only available in binary format, but
these packages are clearly marked in a limited component. Ubuntu security strives to be secure by default. Custom programs operate with low privilege and cannot corrupt the operating system or files of other users. To improve security, the sudo tool is used to assign temporary privileges to administrative tasks, allowing the root account
to remain locked helps prevent unintentional system changes by inexperienced users or opening security holes. Polkit is also widely marketed on the desktop. Most network ports are closed by default to prevent hacking. The built-in firewall allows end users who install network servers to Access. A graphical interface (GUI for an
uncomplicated firewall) is available to set it up. Ubuntu compiles its packages using GCC features such as PIE and buffer overflow protection to strengthen its software. These additional features significantly improve security through performance by 1% in 32-bit and 0.01% in 64-bit. Ubuntu also supports full disk encryption, as well as
encryption of home and private directories. The system requirements vary between Ubuntu products. A 2GHz dual-core PC, 4GB of RAM and 25GB of free storage is recommended for Ubuntu 20.04 LTS. For less powerful computers, there are other Ubuntu distributions, such as Lubuntu and Xubuntu. Ubuntu supports ARM architecture.
It is also available on the Power ISA, while the old PowerPC architecture was at one point unofficially supported and is now supported by the new Power ISA (POWER8) processors. AmD64 and x86_64 architecture are also officially supported. Live images are a typical way for users to evaluate and subsequently install Ubuntu. They can
be uploaded as an image of the drive (.iso) and then burned on DVD and uploaded. Other methods include running a live version via UNetbootin, or Startup Disk Creator (a pre-installed tool on Ubuntu available on machines already working with the OS) directly from the USB drive (which makes, respectively, a live DVD or live USB
environment). Running Ubuntu is thus slower than running it with a hard drive, but doesn't change your computer unless specifically instructed by the user. If the user decides to upload a live image rather than execute the installer while downloading, there is still the option to then use an installer called Ubiquity to install Ubuntu after being
uploaded to a live environment. Disc images of all current and past versions are available for download on the Ubuntu website. Various third-party programs, such as Reconstructor, are available to create customized copies of Ubuntu Live DVDs (or CDs). Minimum CDs are available (to use the server) that fit on a CD. In addition, USB
flash drive installations can be used to download Ubuntu and Kubuntu in a way that permanently saves custom settings and the portability of a USB-installed system between physical machines (however, BIOS computers must support USB download). In the new versions of Ubuntu, the creator of Ubuntu Live USB can be used to install
Ubuntu on a USB drive (with a live CD or DVD). Creating a USB boot with tenacity is as easy as dragging a slider to determine how much room to reserve for perseverance; For Ubuntu uses Casper. The desktop edition can also be installed using the Netboot image (also as well as netboot tarball), which uses a debian installer and allows
some specialized Ubuntu installations: setting up the setting Deployment, upgrades from older installations without access to the network, LVM or RAID partitioning, installs on systems with less than 256MB of RAM (although low-memory systems may not be able to run a full desktop environment wisely). Package classification and
Ubuntu support divide most programs into four areas to reflect differences in licensing and support. Some unsupported applications receive updates from community members, but not from Canonical Ltd. Exceptions, however, include firmware in the main category because, although some firmware cannot be changed, its distribution is
still allowed. Nonfree software is generally not supported (Multiverse), but some exceptions (limited) are made for important proprietary software. Supported proprietary software includes device drivers that can be used to run Ubuntu on some modern hardware, such as drivers only for binary graphics cards. The support level in the Limited
category is more limited than that of Main because developers may not have access to the source code. Main and Restricted were supposed to contain all the software you need for a full desktop environment. Alternative programs for the same tasks and programs for specialized applications are placed in the universe and multiverse
category. In addition to the above, in which the software does not receive new features after the initial release, Ubuntu Backports is an officially recognized repository for the backup porting of new software from later versions of Ubuntu. The repository is not comprehensive; It consists mainly of packages requested by users that are
approved if they meet quality guidelines. Backports receives no support from Canonical, and is fully supported by the community. The update repository provides stable release updates (SRU) of Ubuntu and is usually installed through the upgrade manager. Each issue has its own update repository (such as intrepid updates). The
repository is supported by Canonical Ltd. for packages mostly and limited, as well as by a community for packages in the universe and multiverse. All repository updates must meet certain requirements and go through the proposed repository before becoming available for The updates are scheduled to be available for the rest of the life
for release. In addition to the update repository, the unstable proposed repository contains downloads that must be confirmed before a copy of the in-update. All updates have to go through this process to ensure that the patch does fix the bug and there is no Regression. The proposed updates are confirmed by either Canonical or
community members. Canonical's affiliate repository allows proprietary software vendors to deliver their products to Ubuntu users for free using the same familiar tools to install and update software. The software in the partner repository is officially supported by security and other important updates from the vendors concerned. Canonical
supports Ubuntu software packaging and provides advice to vendors. The partner repository is disabled by default and can be turned on by the user. Some popular products distributed through the Partner's data repository as of April 28, 2013 are Adobe Flash Player, Adobe Reader and Skype. A layer of wine free software compatibility
can be installed to allow users to run Windows software. Package Archives A Personal Package Archive (PPA) is a repository of software to download the original packages, which will be built and published as an Advanced Packaging Tool (APT) repository using Launchpad. While the term is used exclusively in Ubuntu, the host of
Launchpad, Canonical, provides adoption outside the Ubuntu community. A third-party program Some third-party programs that do not limit distribution are included in the multiverse component of Ubuntu. The ubuntu-limited supplement package contains software that can be legally restricted, including SUPPORT for MP3 and DVD
playback, Microsoft TrueType basic fonts, Sun Java environment run time, Adobe Flash Player plugin, many generic audio/video codeks, and unrar, unarchiver for files compressed in RAR file format. In addition, third-party app packages are available for purchase through Ubuntu Software, including many games such as Braid and Oil
Rush, DVD playback software and media codecs. Releases For more information on all Ubuntu releases, including old ones not covered here, see. Currently supported releases Version Code Release General Support Before Security Support (ESM) to 14.04 LTS Trusty Tahr 2014-04-17 is no longer supported: 2019-04'93 Old version,
but still supported: 2022-04 16.04 LTS Xenial Xerus still supported: 2021-04'93' Old version, but still supported: 2024-04 18.04 LTS Bionic Beaver 2018-04-26'96 Old version, still supported: 2023-04'93 Older version, but still supported: 2028-04 20.04 LTS Focal Fossa 2020-04-23-97 Current stable version: 2025-04 0-04 20.10 Groovy
Gorilla 2020-10-22 Future release: 2021-07 n/a Legend:Old versionOlder version, still supportedLtest versionStesteSt preliminary Release Each Ubuntu release has a release number version that consists of a year and a month release number. For example, the first release was Ubuntu Ubuntu was released on October 20, 2004. Ubuntu
releases are also given alliterative code names using an adjective and an animal (e.g. Xenial Xerus). With the exception of the first two releases, the code names are in alphabetical order, allowing you to quickly determine which release is newer, at least until the series resumes with the release of Artful Aardvark in October 2017.
Typically, Ubuntu releases are called using only the adjective of the code name; for example, the release of 18.04 LTS is widely known as Bionic. Releases will be in the next few months after the release of GNOME. Updates from one LTS release to the next release of LTS (for example. Ubuntu 16.04 LTS in Ubuntu 18.04 LTS, followed
by ubuntu 20.04 LTS) are supported, while updates from non-LTS only supported the upgrade to the next release, regardless of its LTS status (e.g. Ubuntu 15.10 to Ubuntu 16.04 LTS). However, you can skip the LTS update by going straight from 16.04 LTS to 18.04.5 LTS, waiting for a point release that supports such an update. LtS-
релизы имеют дополнительную расширенную поддержку обслуживания безопасности (ESM), в том числе 14.04 «Trusty», которая в противном случае не всегда не всегда всегда всегда всегда всегда всегда всегда всегда всегда всегда всегда всегда всегда всегда всегда всегда всегда можно было бы использовать,
добавляя поддержку этой версии до 2022 года. Ubuntu 10.10 (Maverick Meerkat) was released on October 10, 2010 (10-10-10). It's moved away from the traditional release schedule at the end of October to get Perfect 10, and makes a playful reference to a hitchhiking guide to the galaxy books, since, in binary, 101010 equals
decimal 42, Answer to the final question of life, the universe and everything in the series. Ubuntu (16.04.5 and later) requires 2GB or more of the installation environment. However, it is possible to install it with a minimum CD. Options See also: List of Ubuntu-based third-party distributions Ubuntu family tree questionable - discuss Ubuntu
Desktop (officially named as Ubuntu Desktop Edition, and simply called Ubuntu) is an option officially recommended for most users. It is designed for desktop and portable PCs and is officially supported by Canonical. With Ubuntu 17.10, GNOME Shell is the default desktop environment. From Ubuntu 11.04 to Ubuntu 17.04, the Unity
desktop interface was the default. A number of other options are different simply each featuring a different desktop environment. LX't and Xfce are often recommended for use on older PCs that may have less memory and processing power. Official Distributions These Ubuntu variants just install the original set of packages is different from
the original Ubuntu, but since they attract additional packages and updates from the same repositories as Ubuntu, all the same software available for each of them. Kubuntu Official derivative description from Ubuntu Linux using KDE instead GNOME or Unity interfaces used by default in Ubuntu. Lubuntu Lubuntu is a project that is the
official derivative of the Ubuntu operating system, which is light, less resource-intensive and more energy efficient using the LX't desktop environment (used by LXDE until 6.10). Ubuntu Budgie Is the Official Derivative of Ubuntu with Budgie. Ubuntu Kylin Official derivative aimed at the Chinese market. Ubuntu MATE Official derivative of
Ubuntu with the help of MATE, a desktop environment forked out of the now defunct GNOME 2 code base, with a focus on desktop metaphor. Ubuntu Server Ubuntu has a server edition that uses the same APT repositories as the desktop edition of Ubuntu. The difference between the two is that there is no X Window environment to



install the default server (although it can be easily installed, including Unity, GNOME, KDE, or Xfce), as well as some changes in the installation process. The server edition uses a character-based on-the-screen interface to install rather than a graphic installation process. This allows installation on machines with a serial or blunt terminal
interface without graphic support. The server edition (such as the desktop version) supports hardware virtualization and can work in a virtual machine, both inside the host's operating system and in hypervisor, such as VMware ESXi, Oracle, Citrix XenServer, Microsoft Hyper-V, ZEM, virtual core machine or any other compatible IBM PC
emulator or virtualizer. The AppArmor security module for the Linux kernel is used by default on key software packages, and the firewall extends to general services used by the operating system. Works on all the main (64-bit) architectures - x86-64, ARM v7, ARM64, POWER8, and then IBM System z mainframes via LinuxONE. and has
initial support for RISC-V. The 32-bit x86 is still supported in older versions of Ubuntu Server. SPARC is no longer supported commercially. Supports FS, a file system with snapshot capabilities, starting with Ubuntu 16.04 LTS. It has LXD, a hypervisor for the management of LXC Linux containers. Includes the first production of DPDK for
the linear core network. Uses the last long-term Linux kernel and a system service manager. Certified as a guest on AWS, Microsoft Azure, Joyent, IBM and HP Cloud. Support Netplan (available with Ubuntu 16.04 LTS) encryption support TO PMALT LVM It has versions of the software for key servers pre-installed, including: Tomcat,
PostgreS'L (v12.2), Docker, Python (v3.8), PHP (v7.4), NGINX (v1.17) and MyS'L (v8.0). Ubuntu's studio provides open source applications for multimedia, designed for audio, video and graphics editors. Sjutu derivative of Ubuntu with Xfce. Xubuntu is designed to be used on less powerful computers or those who high-efficiency desktop
environment on faster systems, and uses mostly GTK applications. Ubuntu had some official distributions that were discontinued, such as Edubuntu; including some previously supported by Canonical, like Ubuntu Touch, which is now supported by volunteers (UBports Community). Cloud Ubuntu Orange BoxUbuntu cloud computing offers
cloud-based Ubuntu images that are pre-installed disk images that Ubuntu engineers have configured to work on cloud platforms such as Amazon EC2, OpenStack, Microsoft Azure, and LXC. Ubuntu is also common on VPS platforms such as DigitalOcean. Ubuntu has the support of OpenStack, with Eucalyptus for OpenStack migration
tools added by Canonical. Ubuntu 11.10 added attention to OpenStack as the preferred offering of IaaS Ubuntu, although Eucalyptus is also supported. Another important area is canonical Juju for the training, deployment, hosting, management and organization of corporate data center infrastructure services, with and for Ubuntu's server.
The Eucalyptus Interface Adoption and Adoption Installed Base As Ubuntu is distributed freely and there is no registration process, the use of Ubuntu can only be approximately evaluated. In 2015, The Canonical Ubuntu Insights page stated, Ubuntu now has more than 40 million desktop users and counting. W3Techs Web Technology
Surveys estimated in April 2020 that Ubuntu is the most popular Linux distribution to run web servers, used by 39.6% of all websites they analyze, and only Ubuntu manages more websites than Microsoft Windows. All Linux distributions have a total capacity of more than twice as many hosts as Windows for websites based on W3Techs
numbers. Only Ubuntu and Debian (which Ubuntu is based on with the same package manager and are thus managed in the same way) account for 56.6% of all Linux distributions for web services; Ubuntu's use surpassed Debian (for such server use) in May 2016. Ubuntu is the most popular Linux distribution among the top 1000 sites
and gets about 500 of the top 10 million websites per day. W3Techs analyzes only 10 million of the best websites. Data from the Wikimedia Foundation (based on a user agent) for September 2013 show that Ubuntu created the largest number of requests for Wikimedia sites, including Wikipedia, among recognizable Linux distributions.
The large-scale deployment of the Public Sector has also taken Ubuntu. As of January 2009, the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Macedonia has deployed more than 180,000 Ubuntu-based desktop computers and encouraged every student in the country Ubuntu-based computer worksstation; The Spanish school
system has 195,000 Ubuntu desktop computers. The French police, having already started using open source software in 2005, replacing Microsoft Office OpenOffice.org, decided to ubuntu from Windows XP after the release of Windows Vista in 2006. By March 2009, the National Gendarmerie had already switched 5,000 workstations to
Ubuntu. Based on the success of this transition, it planned to switch another 15,000 by the end of 2009 and switch all 90,000 workstations by 2015 (GendBuntu project). Lt. Col. Guimar said the move was very simple and saved 70% on the IT budget without reducing its capabilities. In 2011, Ubuntu 10.04 was adopted by the Indian justice
system. The Kerala state government has adopted Ubuntu for legislators in Kerala and Kerala government schools have begun using the individual project IT@School Ubuntu 10.04, which contains specially created software for students. Windows was previously used in schools. The textbooks were also remade with the Ubuntu
curriculum and were used in schools through 2011. The city of Munich, Germany, forked Kubuntu 10.04 LTS and created LiMux for use on the city's computers. After initially planning to transfer 12,000 desktops to LiMux, it was announced in December 2013 that the project had successfully been completed by migrating 14,800 of the
15,500 desktops, but still holds about 5,000 Windows customers for non-portable applications. In February 2017, a majority coalition decided, against heavy opposition protests, to assess migration back to Windows after Microsoft decided to move its company headquarters to Munich. Mayor Dieter Reuters cited the lack of compatibility
with systems outside the administrative sector, such as requiring a government email server to send emails to their personal smartphone, as reasons for a refund, but was criticized for evaluating administrative IT based on private and business standards. In March 2012, the Icelandic government launched a project to get all government
agencies using free open source software. Already several government agencies and schools have adopted Ubuntu. The government called the cost savings an important factor in the decision-making process, and said open source software avoids blocking the vendor. A 12-month project was launched to migrate Iceland's largest
government agencies to use open source software and facilitate migration for others. U.S. President Barack Obama's successful re-election campaign in 2012 used Ubuntu in his IT department. In August 2014, the city of Turin, Italy, announced its migration from Windows XP to Ubuntu for 8,300 desktop computers used by the
municipality, becoming the first city in Italy to adopt Ubutta. Ubuntu was awarded the Reader Award for Best Linux Distribution at the Conference and LinuxWorld in London in 2005, received positive reviews in online and print publications, publications, won the InfoWorld 2007 Bossie Award for Best Open Source Customer OS. Chris
DiBona, Google's open source software program manager, said, I think Ubuntu has captured the imagination of people around the Linux desktop, and If there's hope for a Linux desktop, it's them. As of January 2009, nearly half of Google's 20,000 employees used Goobuntu, a slightly modified version of Ubuntu. In 2012, the company
reported that Ubuntu was still on Google's desktop. In March 2016, Matt Hartley selected a list of the best Linux distributions for Datamation; he chose Ubunta as number one. In 2008, Jamie Heineman, co-host of the American television series MythBusters, advocated for Linux (as an example of Ubuntu) as a solution to the problem of
software inflating. Other famous Ubuntu users include science fiction writer Cory Doctorow and actor Stephen Fry. In January 2014, the UK's Computer Security Directorate CESG reported that Ubuntu 12.04 LTS was the only operating system that passes 9 out of 12 requirements without any significant risks, although it was unclear
whether any other Linux distributions had been tested. In June 2019, Canonical announced that it would be flowing support for 32-bit applications and libraries in Ubuntu 7:10 p.m. Because the Steam Linux client depends on these 32-bit libraries, Valve has announced that they will no longer support Ubuntu. After outrage from the Linux
gaming community, Canonical backed away from this decision and decided to support selected 32-bit libraries. As a result, Valve will again support Ubuntu 19.10. The wine needs most of the same 32-bit library packages on which the Steam package depends, and more to make its Version of WoW64 work with 32-bit Windows apps. The
Wine parts, which will continue to function without 32-bit libraries, will be limited to a subset of Windows apps that have a 64-bit version, removing decades of Windows compatibility. In a statement to Canonical about the return of libraries, they mentioned the use of container technologies in the future to make sure that Wine continues to
function. Under European data privacy laws, doubts were raised shortly after the introduction of the European Data Protection Directive. The petition was later signed by more than 50 Ubuntu users and delivered to Canonical with a demand to make various changes to this feature in order to clearly articulate it in European law. Self-
publishing source? canon did not respond. In 2013, a formal complaint against the trading lens was filed with the Office of the Information Commissioner (ICO), data privacy in the UK Almost a year later, the ICO ruled in favor of Canonical, taking into account the various improvements made to the feature at the same time to make it
compliant with the Data Protection Directive. According to European rules, this decision is automatically in effect throughout the European part of the Union. However, the ruling also makes it clear that at the time of introduction this function was not legal, by the way, because it lacked a statement on the privacy policy. Local Communities
(LoCos) should not be confused with Linux User Group. In an attempt to reach users who are less technical, and foster a sense of community around the spread, the local community, better known as LoCos, has been established around the world. Initially, each country had one LoCo team. However, in some areas, primarily in the United
States and Canada, each state or province can form a group. The LoCo Board approves the team based on their efforts to assist in the development or promotion of Ubuntu. The equipment supplier supports Ubuntu in close collaboration with OEMs to jointly make Ubuntu available on a wide range of devices. A number of vendors offer
pre-installed Ubuntu computers, including Dell, Hasee, Sharp Corporation and Cirrus7. In particular, Dell offers the XPS 13 laptop, a Developer Edition pre-installed by Ubuntu. Together, Dell, Lenovo, HP and Acer offer more than 200 desktop and more than 400 laptops pre-loaded with Ubuntu. System76 PCs are also sold with Ubuntu.
Dell and System76 customers can choose between 30-day, three-month and years of Ubuntu support plans through Canonical. Dell computers (launch Ubuntu 10.04) include additional support for ATI/AMD Video Graphics, Dell Wireless, fingerprint readers, HDMI, Bluetooth, DVD playback (using LinDVD) and MP3/WMA/WMV. Asus also
sells some Eee PCs with pre-installed Ubuntu and announced many other models running Ubuntu for 2011. Vodafone has made a laptop available to the South African market under the name Webbook. Dell sells computers (originally Inspiron 14R and 15R laptops) pre-loaded with Ubuntu in India and China, with 850 and 350 retail outlets
respectively. Beginning in 2013, Alienware began offering its X51 model a desktop, pre-installed with Ubuntu at a lower price than if it had been pre-installed with Windows. While Linux is already working on IBM's mainframe system (Linux on IBM), IBM is in collaboration with Canonical (and SUSE; The Linux Foundation will form a new
project Open Mainframe Project) for the first time announced the support of Ubuntu for their z/Architecture (IBM has stated that their system, IBM zEnterprise System, version of z13, the most powerful computer in the world in the world Year; Then it was the largest transistor computer; again claimed to be quick in with IBM z14, during
their LinuxOne-s biggest code drop in Linux history. In early 2015, Intel launched a small Intel Compute Stick form-factor computer that was pre-loaded with Ubuntu or Windows operating systems. In March 2016, Microsoft announced that it would support Ubuntu on top of the Windows 10 kernel by implementing Linux system calls as a
subsystem (and in 2019 Microsoft announced a new WSL 2 subsystem that includes a Linux kernel that Canonical announced would have full Ubuntu support). It focuses on team tools such as Bash, and therefore focuses on programmers. According to Fall Creators Update (1709), this feature is fully available to the public. Other Linux
variants are also supported by 2019. See also The Comparison of Operating Systems Links to kernel.ubuntu.com. kernel.ubuntu.com. - Index /ubuntu. archive.ubuntu.com. Ubuntu 20.04.1 (Focal Fossa) is released. August 6, 2020. Ubuntu 20.10 (Groovy Gorilla) Daily Build. cdimage.ubuntu.com. received on August 12, 2020. b c
Preparing for installation. Official documentation of Ubuntu. Canonical Ltd. 2018. Received on November 16, 2018. Ubuntu 18.04 LTS Server Edition supports four (4) core architectures: AMD64, ARM, POWER8, LinuxONE and z Systems - explaining why we disapprove of other systems. Free software fund. Received on July 14, 2015. a
b c d e Canonical. About the Ubuntu project. ubuntu.com. received on May 1, 2018. Canonical. Licensing. ubuntu.com. received on May 1, 2018. Canonical. Our mission. ubuntu.com. received on May 1, 2018. Canonical. Debian. ubuntu.com. received on May 1, 2018. Canonical. Ubuntu PC operating system. ubuntu.com. received on
May 1, 2018. Canonical. Ubuntu Server - to scale workloads. ubuntu.com. received on May 1, 2018. Canonical. Ubunt's core. ubuntu.com. received on May 1, 2018. Canonical. Ubuntu for the Internet of Things. ubuntu.com. received on May 1, 2018. Your first robot: a beginner's guide to ROS and Ubuntu Core (1/5). blog.ubuntu.com. and
Trenholm, Richard. The open source Ubuntu Core connects robots, drones and smart homes. Cnet. b Canonical announces support for Ubuntu on the Windows subsystem for Linux 2. blog.ubuntu.com. received on June 2, 2019. Canonical. OpenStack on Ubuntu is your scalable private cloud, according to the canonical. ubuntu.com.
received on May 1, 2018. Liberation - Ubuntu Vicky. wiki.ubuntu.com. received on May 1, 2018. LTS - Ubuntu Wiki. wiki.ubuntu.com. received on May 1, 2018. Canonical. Canonical and Ubuntu. ubuntu.com. received on May 1, 2018. Canonical. Management. ubuntu.com. received on May 1, 2018. Liberation - Ubuntu Vicky.
wiki.ubuntu.com. received on May 1, 2018. Canonical. end of life. ubuntu.com. received on May 1, 2018. Canonical. Support and management. ubuntu.com. Received may 1 May Canonical. Plans and prices. ubuntu.com. received on May 1, 2018. Ubuntu and Debian. Ubuntu.com canonical Ltd. was received on December 14, 2013. a b
O Ubuntu. The story of Ubuntu. Ubuntu.com canonical Ltd. was received on August 21, 2012. Sneddon, Joey-Elijah (March 20, 2013). Ubuntu cut the support box in half for regular releases. Omg! Ubuntu!. Ohso Llc was received on May 15, 2013. Release-based time. Uhunt Vicky. Canonical Ltd. was received on October 24, 2013.
Morgan, Timothy Prikett (April 20, 2010). Ubuntu Server primed for bigtime. Register. Received on October 24, 2013. Ubuntu 12.04 with an extended support period for desktop users. Fridge.Ubuntu.com canonical Ltd. was received on November 1, 2013. Paul, Ryan (May 28, 2012). Precision and purpose: Ubuntu 12.04 and HUD Unity
are considered. Ars Technica. Received on November 1, 2013. Releases. Uhunt Vicky. Canonical Ltd. was received on October 24, 2013. Shuttleworth, Mark (May 12, 2008). The art of liberation. MarkShuttleworth.com. received on October 24, 2013. Shuttleworth, Mark. Frequently asked questions: Why and Wheater for Ubuntu? What
about binary compatibility between distributions? Uhunt Vicky. Canonical Ltd. was received on February 4, 2011. The website does not refer to Debian noticeably. Ubuntu website Error Tracking Outdated. The canonical group. Received on August 31, 2010 - via Launchpad. Ubuntu vs. DeBian, reprise. April 20, 2005. Archive from the
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Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-sources of materials can be challenged and removed. Найти источники: 32-битные вычисления - Новости газеты книги ученый JSTOR (октябрь 2009) (Узнайте, как и когда удалить этот шаблон сообщение) Компьютерная архитектура бит шириной Bit
148121618242830313236404548606128256512bit нарезки Приложение 8163264 Двоичная плавающая точка точность 8163264 Двоичная плавающая точка точность 8163264 Двоичной плавающей точки точность 816326416 (×1/2)2432 (×1)4064 (×2)80128 (×4)256 (×8) Десятичная точность плавающей точки 3264128 vte В
компьютерной архитектуре, 32-битные интеграторы, адреса памяти, или другие единицы данных являются те, которые 32 бит (4 октет) в ширину. In addition, 32-bit CPU and ALU architectures are based on data registers, address buses, or data buses of this size. 32-bit microcomputers are computers where 32-bit
microprocessors are the norm. The range for storing as much as 32-bit register can store 232 different values. The range of whole values that can be stored in 32 bits depends on the whole view used. With the two most common views, the range is 0 to 4,294,967,295 (232 - 1) for representation as (unsigned) binary number and
2,147,483,648 pounds (No231) through 2,147,483,647 (231 - 1) for submission as two add-ons. One important consequence is that a processor with 32-bit memory addresses can directly access no more than 4 GiB integrated memory (although in practice the limit may be lower). The technical history of the world's first preserved
electronic computer program, Manchester Baby, used 32-bit architecture in 1948, although this was only proof of concept and little practical possibilities. He held only 32 32-bit words operationally on Williams' tube, and there was no additional surgery, only subtraction. Memory, like other digital circuits and wiring, was expensive during the
first decades of 32-bit architectures (from the 1960s to the 1980s). Older people Therefore, family processors (or simpler and cheaper options) can have many trade-offs and restrictions to reduce costs. This could be a 16-bit ALU, for example, or external (or internal) buses that are narrower than 32 bits, limiting memory size or requiring
more cycles to receive, perform, or record. Despite this, these processors can be labeled as 32-bit, as they still have 32-bit registers and instructions capable of manipulating 32-bit quantities. For example, the IBM System/360 Model 30 had an 8-bit ALU, 8-bit internal data transmission paths and an 8-bit path to memory, while the original
Motorola 68000 had a 16-bit ALU and a 16-bit external data bus, but had 32-bit registers and a 32-bit set of instructions. The 68,000 design is sometimes referred to as 16/32-bit. However, the opposite is often true for new 32-bit designs. For example, the Pentium Pro processor is a 32-bit machine with a 32-bit register and instructions
that manipulate a 32-bit amount, but an external address bus is 36 bits wide, giving more address space than 4GB, and an external 64-bit data bead is wide, primarily to allow a more efficient prefuse of instructions and data. The famous 32-bit instruction set architectures used in general purpose calculations include IBM System/360 and
IBM System/370 (which had a 24-bit address) and System/370-XA, ESA/370 and ESA/390 (which had a 31-bit address, DEC VAX, NS320xx, Motorola 68000 family (the first two models of which had a 24-bit address), a 32-bit version of the architecture x86 Intel IA-32 and a 32-bit version of ARM, SPASCRC, MIPS, Power and PA-RI. The
32-bit instruction set architectures used for embedded computing include the 68,000 family architecture and ColdFire, x86, ARM, MIPS, PowerPC and Infineon TriCore. A two-bit application usually means software that usually (not necessarily) uses a 32-bit linear address space (or flat memory model) possible with 80386 and later chips.
that DOS, Microsoft Windows and OS/2 were originally written for 8088/8086 or 80286, 16-bit microprocessors with segmented address space, where programs had to switch between segments to reach more than 64 kilobytes of code or data. Because it's quite time-consuming compared to other machine jobs, performance can suffer. In
addition, segment programming tends to get more complicated; special far and near keywords or memory models were to be used (with caution), not only in the language of the austhist, but also in high-level languages such as Pascal, compiled by BASIC, Fortran, C, etc. 80386 and his successors fully support 80286 segments, but also
segments for 32-bit address shifts (using the new 32-bit width of the main core If the base address of all 32-bit segments is set at 0, and segment registers are not explicitly used, segmentation can be forgotten, and the processor looks like having a simple linear 32-bit address space. Operating systems such as Windows or OS/2 provide
the ability to run 16-bit (segmented) programs as well as 32-bit programs. The first feature exists for backward compatibility, and the latter is usually intended for use to develop new software. Images In digital images/images 32-bit usually refer to the color space of the RGBA; i.e. 24-bit true-color images with an additional 8-bit alpha
channel. Other image formats also indicate 32 bits per pixel, such as RGBE. In digital images, 32-bits sometimes refer to high-dynamic range (HDR) images that use 32 bits per channel, for a total of 96 bits per pixel. 32-bit images are used to represent values brighter than sRGB (brighter than white) color space allows; these values can
be used to more accurately preserve bright glare while reducing the exposure of the image or when viewing it through a dark filter or a dull reflection. For example, the reflection in an oil slick is only a small part of what is seen in the mirror surface. HDR images allow for reflection highlights that can still be seen as bright white areas rather
than dull gray shapes. The file format of a 32-bit file format is a binary file format for which each basic information is defined by 32 bits (or 4 bytes). An example of this format is the extended Metafile format. See also the 16-bit 64-bit video game history (32-bit era) Word (data type) Physical Address Extension (PAE) Links - Patterson,
David; Dietzel, David (2000). Readings in computer architecture. San Diego: Academic press. page 136. ISBN 9781558605398. - IBM System/360 Model 30 Functional Characteristics (PDF). Ibm. August 1971. 8, 9. GA24-3231-7. 68,000 users guide (PDF). Gwennap, Linley (February 16, 1995). Intel P6 uses a disconnected super-solar
design (PDF). Microprocessor report. Received on December 3, 2012. ARM Architecture Review (PDF). There were also VARIANTs of UNIX for 80286. This article is based on materials taken from the Free Online Computing Dictionary before November 1, 2008 and included in accordance with the relic terms of GFDL, version 1.3 or
later. External Links HOW Things Works As Bits and Bytes work by Ken Colburn on LockerGnome.com: 32-Bit Vs. 64-Bit Windows extracted from
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